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PALI  ROOFS 

CERAMIC ROOF TILES



ABOUT PALI CERAMIC ROOF TILES 

Pali has earned a practical know-how about what roofing tiles suit where,
particularly in typical Kerala weather. Pali never compromises on quality, thus
maintaining a transparent & stringent manufacturing industry around the world.
Our tiles will withstand the hardest of weather conditions and are made with the
best of technology, raw materials and the state-of-the-art machinery. Pali’s R&D
team is working continuously working and updating necessary changes to make the
product unique and foolproof.



Why Compromise On Your Roof 

 Ceramic tiles are pure natural products that satisfy all requirements of 

environmentally friendly construction in a way that hardly any other building 

material can match 

 These roofs ensure fast runoff in case of heavy rain, allowing easy 

maintenance of drains. Additionally, they are suitably resistant to moisture 

and other fungus-like vegetation 

 Moreover they have solid grew for screwing with extra embossed unbreakable 

support 

 The specially designed water gutter will eliminate any chance of leakage 

 Tile to tile locking system for extra grip.



GALLERY  





Why Pali Ceramic Roofing Tiles 

 Discover everlasting aesthetics and ergonomic designs. 

 All Pali Roof Systems are complemented by a comprehensive range of accessory 

products to ensure maximum compatibility and a single source of responsibility for the 

roofing system. 

 Strong and durable Pali Ceramic roof tiles comply with strict quality standards and are 

stronger than standard concrete/ other roof tiles. 

 With its liner brave design, it produces excellent after  drip feature is unlike the ordinary 

roof tiles. It has been developed to perform better functions with weight reduction of 

10%. 

 Outstanding aesthetics and precision in the engineering of Pali roof tiles deliver a varied 

range, suitable for contemporary and traditional design.  



OUR PRODUCTS FOR SALE 

Pali Bluiesh Grey Glossy
PALI REDDISH COFFEE 

BROWN / PALI WINE RED
PALI TERRACOTTA CROSS 

LINE 



PALI TRERRACOTTA PLAIN PALI ANTIQUE RED PALI PIANO FLAT 
DARK GREY 



PALI PIANO FLAT 
ANTIQUE RED 

PALI STEEL GREY / PALI 
DARK GREY PALI ROYAL BLUE 



CONTACT US 

 Address             : Pali Builders And Developers, Thottackad P.O; Kottayam, 686539

 Mobile Number        : 94977 11466, 80864 81026, 94977 11462

 E-Mail ID : palibuilders@gmail.com

mailto:palibuilders@gmail.com

